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**Principle 5: Partnership** We talk to managers about their challenges

### National Volunteer Week

April 23-29 is [National Volunteer Week in Canada](https://www.canadiantoolsforchange.ca/national-volunteer-week), a chance to recognize the huge contributions people make to our communities and each other. It seemed like a good idea, then, to share a story that’s close to home and close to our hearts. We hope you enjoy it.

### A Gustavson volunteer story

Two Gustavson undergrads are helping a local not-for-profit that feeds 125-140 people a day. Read the blog and find out what Alex Taylor and Reilly Baldwin are doing — and why. You might be surprised.

### Progress toward SDGs: a webinar

500 experienced corporate sustainability professionals in 74 countries evaluated the progress that’s been made on each SDG, ranked their relative urgency and shared insights into the priorities within their own organizations. In this free webinar on May 9, a panel of experts discusses the findings of the study.

The full [24-page report is here](https).

### Conference season

Organizations and the Natural Environment group of the Academy of Management has compiled this handy list to help conference-goers everywhere lighten up. Cut your footprint, decrease your waste, ease up on your impact... there are some great tips for conferences and any kind of travel.

### Movie of the Week

**Call of the Forest: The Forgotten Wisdom of Trees**

At Cinecenta at UVic now to April 30. Diana Beresford-Kroeger investigates our biological and spiritual connection to woodlands and explores the most beautiful forests in the Northern Hemisphere. From the sacred sugi and cedar forests of Japan to the great boreal forest of Canada, Beresford-Kroeger relates the amazing history and legacy of these ancient forests while also explaining the science of trees and the irreplaceable roles they play in protecting and feeding the planet.

### For all you visual and auditory learners

In her TED talk, Monica Araya describes Costa Rica’s remarkable use of renewable energy sources and her big idea for the small country’s next grand innovation: getting rid of fossil fuel-driven transportation.